The Silvas

Alejandro (Alex) Silva and Maria (Mary) Alvarez emigrated to the United States in the late 19th century, when over 30 million immigrants came to America to find a better life. Alex left the Azores off the coast of Portugal when he was 20 and made the long trip to the United States in a ship, traveling around Cape Horn (South America) to San Francisco. At 5 years old, Mary’s journey to the US may have been shorter, but her family traveled over 170 miles from Hermosillo, Mexico to the border at Nogales on foot.

Alex is listed in the 1880 census as a laborer in the San Francisco area. In 1884, after briefly working on railroad construction in Mexico, he settled in the Arizona Territory, purchasing 160 acres of land one mile north of Grand Avenue on lateral 16, which became known as Orange Ranch. On February 6, 1895, Mary and Alex applied for a marriage license and got married the following day.

Mary’s family settled in Yuma, and she came to the Phoenix area when she was 15, eventually becoming a clerk and manager at the Bee Hive Dry Goods Store, located on Washington Street across from the Territorial Capitol Building.

Above: Alex Silva’s naturalization document. He became a US citizen in 1892, and Mary became a citizen when she married him.

Below: The Silva’s Orange Ranch, located in the Alhambra District at 43rd Ave and Bethany Home Road, known today as Mary Silva Park.
Orange Ranch

The combination of Alex’s agricultural acumen and Mary’s business savvy made Orange Ranch very successful. Alex was one of the first local proponents of diversified farming. They grew citrus trees, sugar cane, California wheat, oats, rye, barley, sweet potatoes, and more. The crops did so well, they invested in a warehouse for storage. The Silvas also raised sheep, cattle, and, at one time, the best draft horses in Arizona.

Many of the workers on the ranch were immigrants as well, including laborers who were originally from Mexico and Japan.

Part of the Silvas success was also their perceptive investment in technology and water resources. In August 1913, there was a gasoline plow demonstration at the ranch and he was impressed enough with its performance to buy one – an event unique enough to make it into the local newspaper. The Silvas made the decision in 1903 to join the over 4,000 individual landowners who pledged portions of their land as collateral to fund the Salt River Reclamation Project, building the Roosevelt Dam. Alex was also a member of the Arizona Canal Water Users Association and was their Treasurer in 1907.
Along with their financial support of SRP and the Arizona Canal, the Silvas also invested in real estate, in the Southwestern Sugar & Land Company, the Phoenix Public Market, the Valley Bank Adjustment Company, and other local businesses. They bought war bonds in 1917 and 1918 to support the US Armed Forces during World War I, and supported the dedication ceremony of Glendale High School with a barbeque.

Silva House

Alex and Mary Silva purchased 628 E. Adams, now known as Silva House, from the Kirchoff family in 1906. Initially, they used it as a rental property, and different families are listed as living in the house in the census from 1910 and 1920.

In 1925, however, Alex’s health had taken a turn for the worse, and they were advised by his doctor to move in town, closer to the hospital. Before they could get him settled in the home, he passed away, December 10, 1925. Mary continued to manage Orange Ranch after Alex’s death, deciding to remain at Silva House with their nieces, Frances Miramon and Marian Silva.

Though Alex and Mary never had children together, they did welcome several children from their families to their home, even traveling with them on vacation to the coast or to Mexico when they could. Frances is listed in the 1920 census living at Orange Ranch along with her two younger brothers. When Frances and Marian lived with Mary at Silva House, she was involved in their education – though records show the highest grade Mary completed was 6th grade, both Marian and Frances finished high school.

A devout Catholic, Mary attended St. Mary's Basilica as a parishioner for many years, supporting the Latinx community when the church relegated all Spanish-language sermons to the basement. She donated to the newly formed Mexican Catholic Society, toward the establishment of the Immaculate Heart Church, dedicated in 1928. She passed away on July 29, 1948. Mary and Alex are buried together at the St. Francis Cemetery at 2033 N. 48th St., Phoenix.

Alex and Mary Silva took risks as immigrants just to get here, and as pioneers to establish themselves in this new country that wasn’t always friendly to those from foreign countries. Alex was able to establish a ranch, using his determination and knowledge to make it incredibly successful. Against the odds, Mary was strong businesswoman, not only as a Mexican American immigrant, but also as a woman. Their investments in their community helped themselves and their ranch, but also many others. Their support of SRP continues to help us today.